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Abstract

The development of social networks made it possible to form very complex structures of users and
their content. As new services are added for users, the number of vertex types and edge types in-
crease in the social network graph. Such structural increase opens up new opportunities for analysis.
It becomes possible to obtain information about users, communities or trends by analyzing not the
numerical or text information, but the structures that they form. Such structures can give a more
accurate picture of the user, the community or the trend. To analyze these graph structures of social
networks, one can use the entire arsenal of graph algorithms. In this paper, we consider their prac-
tical use in analyzing the growing structures of social networks and their limitations on the example
of one of the largest social networks – VKontakte. The paper provides analysis and classification
of graph algorithms in the context of social networks, as well as an approach to the analysis of the
social network VKontakte using the graph database OrientDB.

Keywords social networks analysis, graph processing, network analysis, graph database.

1 Introduction

Social networks are a useful platform for disseminating information. They are used for commercial
advertising, campaigning, research of communities, surveys and many other activities. The advantage
of social networks over other services is the ability to analyze not only the parameters of users and the
content, but also the structures that they form.

There are two types of methods that can be used to analyze social networks: the content analysis
methods and the methods based on the analysis of graph structure topologies. Machine learning is used
for content analysis, and graph algorithms for topology analysis.

Content analysis allows one to collect statistical data or interpret textual information. For example,
in papers [1, 2, 3], the classification by the text of web pages is used to determine the text thematic.
The paper [3] presents a general approach that combines the content analysis methods into a uniform
integrated technique and allows one to determine the category of a web page with sufficiently high
accuracy. These methods can also be applied to analyze the content in social networks, where instead of
web pages the accounts of users and groups are used.

However, in social networks, the structures that are formed by objects are no less important than their
categories. Such structures can be conveniently represented in the form of graphs with various types of
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edges and vertices. Despite the small number of vertices and edges types, their combinations can form
a huge number of structures that are different in nature and carry different information. The ability to
analyze such structures, allows one to obtain new information about users, communities and processes
occurring in social networks.

In this paper, we consider methods for analyzing social networks in terms of the structures that
they form. This work is a part of the study “Monitoring and Counteraction to malicious influence in
the information space of social networks” [4, 5, 6]. The novelty of this work lies in a new approach
to the analysis of social networks, based on the formation of several different representations of their
graph, which are based on the proposed hierarchical data model. The scientific contribution of the work
is the analysis of the application of graph algorithms for social networks and the proposed approach
to the formation of graphs based on the data model of the VKontakte social network, as well as the
implementation of this approach using the graph database OrientDB.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the systematization of graph algorithms and
the analysis of the possibilities of their practical application. Section 3 considers the proposed approach
to building the social network graph for its subsequent analysis, including a hierarchical data model of
the social network. Section 4 presents an examples of the application of the proposed algorithms and the
data model for analyzing the social circles of users. Section 5 shows the implementation of the proposed
approach based on the OrientDB graph database using the example of the Connected Dominating Set
algorithm. Section 6 presents the main advantages, disadvantages and plans for future work.

2 Graph algorithms for social network analysis

Since social networks are easily represented as graphs, the use of graph analysis algorithms is an obvious
and effective way to analyze them. Algorithms for graph analysis are well studied. There are a large
number of works in the field of clustering [7, 8, 9, 10], finding graph isomorphism [11, 12] and degree
of graph similarity [13, 14, 15], finding certain structures [16, 17, 18, 19], determining cores [8, 18]
and the most significant nodes [11, 20, 14]. Detailed systematization of these algorithms is presented,
for example, in [11], where the basic analysis algorithms are presented, and the ways to implement them
are described. These algorithms are applicable to any network, not just social networks.

We divided these algorithms into 5 categories, from the point of view of the results of applying these
algorithms to social networks:

1. Centrality algorithms [11, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] allow one to calculate the weight of the vertex based
on the topology of the graph.

2. Clustering algorithms [7, 8, 9] provide an opportunity to divide the graph into clusters or to
estimate the vertex taking into account the degree of its clustering.

3. Similarity algorithms [26, 12, 15] allow one to determine the similarity of two structures.

4. Algorithms of topological structure recognition [16, 17, 18] serve to find a subgraph of a specific
structure or to assess how much a graph is similar to a structure of a certain type.

5. Algorithms of opinion leaders recognition [11, 20, 14] allow one to determine the weight of the
vertex based on the structure of the graph, including the parameters of the edges.

Let us consider the particular types of these algorithms and what practical benefits they can bring
when analyzing social networks.
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Centrality Algorithms

The simplest measure is a Degree centrality. It determines the centrality of the vertex based on the
number of edges for each vertex. Using Degree centrality, one can easily make a distribution of vertices.
For example, if to take Degree centrality along a “user creates” edge (includes likes, posts, reposts, and
comments created by the user) then one can create a distribution of user activity. However, Degree
Centrality does not take into account the topology of the graph. To do this, one can use other algorithms,
such as Eigenvector Centrality.

Eigenvector centrality calculates the centrality based on the Eigenvector Centrality of adjacent ver-
tices. In the first step one can take Degree Centrality. After that, the measure is changing iteratively based
on the parameters of the adjacent vertices. Like Degree Centrality, Eigenvector Centrality describes the
centrality based on the number of edges, but takes into account the edges of neighboring vertices. In
social networks, Eigenvector Centrality is useful in evaluating a potential audience by a friend graph. As
Eigenvector Centrality accounts topology, it allows one to assess for each user how quickly information
can spread from him/her through the repost.

An extension of Eigenvector Centrality is Katz Centrality. Katz Centrality is a special case of Degree
Centrality, which takes into account all the vertices of the graph, and not just adjacent ones. When
calculating it, the divider ratio is also set. It has a greater effect when the distance between the vertices
increases.

Betweness centrality determines the centrality based on the number of minimum routes passing
through the vertex. We can say that this measure determines the bottlenecks in the graph. In social
networks, this measure can be used in the analysis of homophily (topologically separated sets of vertices
on a particular basis). The bottleneck allows one to define users who serve as “bridges” between two
social groups.

Closeness centrality determines the centrality based on the distance from the vertex to all other ver-
tices in a connected graph. For the graph of friends, using Closeness Centrality, it is possible to determine
the degree of isolation of the community and its users in relation to other communities. At the same time,
isolation can be determined not only by “friendship”, but also by likes or comments. Thus, Closeness
Centrality allows one to determine when users are active only in a closed circle of people. It is important
to note, that Harmonic centrality should be used for not connected graphs, which gives the same results
as Closeness Centrality.

Clustering algorithms

Clustering Coefficient [7] allows one to determine the degree of clustering. There are two types of this
measure: global and local. Clustering Coefficient is useful in assessing connectivity among users (among
friends, users with shared groups, content, etc.) and content (for example, posts, likes, comments, reposts
posted by some users). Finding K-cores [8] allows one to determine subgraphs in which each vertex
has at least k edges. Thus, the graph is divided into layers, where the inner layers are the vertices with a
large number of edges, and the outer ones – with the smaller ones. For example, such clustering of users
by layers allows one to find the core that forms the community (in graph of friends). For the analysis of
information flows, one can find the Connected Component [9] – an oriented subgraph in which there is a
path between any two vertices. For example, finding a Connected Component in a repost forest (merging
repost trees) allows one to find groups of users who repost each other’s information. This includes using
the K-connected Component – a subgraph in which there are k paths between any two vertices. Thus,
the K-connected Component is the amplification of the Connected Component.
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Figure 1: three topologically different graphs N1, N2 and N3 with the corresponding D-measure = 0.252,
0.565 and 0.473 [13]

Similarity Algorithms

Similarity algorithms can be used to compare graph topologies. A good practical application is the
community comparison. Different social groups tend to form different structures. For these structures,
one can make assumptions about the focus of this community. For example, if we have a community that
we have identified as religious, it is appropriate to assume that a community with a similar structure may
also have features of a religious community.

Classical comparison algorithms use Isomorphism Similarity [26, 12], which defines the exact co-
incidence of the graph topology, and the Graph edit distance [15], which determines how many vertices
or edges should be removed or added to obtain an isomorphic graph. However, from the point of view of
social networks, they have no practical use, since the compared graphs may have a similar topology, but
vary in size. To compare graphs one can use Dissimilarity measure (D-measure).

D-measure [13] allows one to estimate the dissimilarity of graphs taking into account topological
difference. For example, for the graphs shown in Figure 1, D-measure is 0.252 for N1, 0.565 for N2, and
0.473 for N3 (see Figure 1). D-measure takes into account the connectivity of the components and gives
a smaller difference between N3 and N2 than between N3 and N1 or N2 and N1. Thus, Dissimilarity
evaluates the topology without relying on the number of vertices, and evaluates only their connectivity.
Due to this, the hierarchical or isolationist community will be very different from the usual (under the
usual we mean the “small world”). However, the size of the communities will not be significant.

Algorithms of topological structure recognition

To find strongly connected communities, one can use the Cluque search [16] to determine a fully con-
nected subgraph. However, there may be a lot of noise in social networks. For example, one of the users
can hide data with privacy settings. Also, the structure of the graph may slightly change in dynamics, at
different points of time breaking the full connectivity. For this, it makes sense to use K-plexes [17] - a
subgraph such that each vertex of the subgraph is connected to at least n-k other vertices, where n is the
number of vertices of the subgraph. K-plexes can be called a weakening of the Clique. K-plex search is
a good alternative to Clique search, as it is more common for social networks and is almost Clique.

Algorithms for finding a subgraph-tree or determining whether a subgraph is a tree can be useful
when searching for hierarchies. It should be noted that in social networks the trees are explicitly repost
trees. Such trees in the repost forest can be identified by content parameters without using algorithms.
It is more valuable to search trees and in implicit structures. For example, one can look at the graph
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of friends in the community. By determining the tree structure in the community, one can assess the
hierarchy of users.

Dominating set [18] allows one to determine the “skeleton” graph. Dominating Set is a subgraph
whose adjacent vertices form the original graph. In total, there are three types of Dominating Set: (1) the
usual set of vertices, the adjacent vertices of which form the original graph; (2) Connected Dominating
Set [18] – a set of vertices forming a connected graph, the adjacent vertices of which form the original
graph; (3) Weakly Connected Dominating Set [18] – a set of vertices whose adjacent vertices form the
original graph and for each connected component of the Weakly Connected Dominating Set there is at
least one common adjacent vertex. Dominating set is useful in defining a structural “skeleton of a graph”,
whether it be a graph of friends or a graph of content.

Homophily [11] is a measure expressing a partition of a graph into weakly connected subgraphs
according to a particular criterion. The simplest example of homophily is the community by age, when
people of the same age form more connected groups than people of other ages. Finding homophily in
the community is possible by usage of various parameters, such as hobbies or music.

Algorithms of opinion leaders recognition

Laplacian Matrix [11] allows one to find leaders by determining the weight of the vertex based on
their Laplace potentials of adjacent vertices. The Laplacian matrix can be used in directed graphs (for
example, a graph of likes between users or reposts). The idea is that (using the graph of likes as an
example) the weight of the user-supplied likes depends on the weight of the likes put to him. Thus, a
vertex obtains the potential that depends on the potential of adjacent vertices. The higher the potential
of the user, the greater the value of his/her likes or repost. Thus, using the Laplace Matrix in directed
graphs, it is possible to calculate the leaders of opinions with greater potential. An example of the use of
Laplacians is the popular PageRank algorithm [20, 14].

These graph analysis algorithms depend on the social network data model. Indeed, with a different
presentation of the data one can obtain different results. In the next section, we present the proposed
methods of representing social network graphs on the example of the data model of the VKontakte social
network.

3 Social network graph representation

Based on the data of the social network, one can build various graphs. For example, one can build a
graph of users, where the edges will be likes between them. At the same time, it is possible to construct
a graph of users, where the edges will be comments between users. In this case, the same data – users
and parameters of their posts (such as likes, comments, and links) – can give different types of graphs.
Such graphs can differ structurally and in semantic content.

Thus, the results of analysis depend not only on the applied methods of graph processing, but also on
the data model. In this section, we present the approach to the practical representation of social networks
in graph databases.

This approach is based on the following components, which combine the method of representing
social network graphs and the procedures for their formation:

1. A hierarchical graph representation that defines a social network model from which one can get
various types of graphs.

2. Real and virtual graphs derived from the social network model and used to analyze a specific
process.
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3. Aggregation of graph vertices – obtaining new graphs by combining vertices.

These three components allow one to get different types of graphs based on the same data model.
Consider these components on the example of the data model of the VKontakte social network.

Hierarchical graph representation

The basis of the proposed representation of a social network graph is the hierarchy of its elements –
vertices and edges. Vertices and edges are represented as inheritable classes. This allows one to operate
with classes of different levels of hierarchy.

Let us consider a hierarchical representation based on the analysis of the VKontakte social network
[27]. VKontakte is a Russian social network. VKontakte users can microblog on their own behalf or on
behalf of the community, participate in communities, post messages and media on friends’ microblogs,
upload and attach photo, video and audio content to posts, likes and repost posts. In general, VKontakte
is similar to Facebook. Access can be obtained only to open data (users can change the privacy settings
of their data). In this paper, we obtained data from the open API [27] by previously anonymizing them.

Graph G of the social network can be represented as a collection of interconnected vertices V of
subjects S = {si}, i = 1, . . . ,n and objects O = {o j}, j = 1, . . . ,m. These categories are characteristic of
any typical social network. si are represented in VKontakte by a user uk ∈U or a community cl ∈C. E
are the relationships of the action Act (are ”friends”, are participating in the community, etc.) and the
relationships of inclusion Incl (the post contains an image, the user profile includes videos, and so on.).
At the highest level, the social network contains users U , communities C, objects O, relationships of
action A and relationships of inclusion I:

G = (V,E),V = {S,O},S = {U,C},E = {Act, Incl}

By the user uk ∈U , we mean a subject si ∈ S, who has a personal page assigned to a specific account
(person). By community cl ∈ C, we mean a social subnetwork with its own pages. uk can create and
participate in cl . We will also imply that the content of the pages of uk and of the pages of cl occurs
according to similar principles.

By objects O, we mean various types of content that are used by S: media, media collections, micro-
blogs, discussions, posts, etc. S and O can be organized into a hierarchical model of the graph’s vertex
classes. At low level, model can be organized in the next hierarchy of V (Figure 2):

1. Subjects S are accounts that represent real people; these can be both user accounts and community
accounts (online shops, communities of interest, meetings and so on):

(a) groups (or communities) C - meetings, events and other public pages, including their mi-
croblogs;

(b) users U - user accounts, including their microblogs.

2. Objects O - a content that was created by the subjects:

(a) Collections - collections of various kinds and having different functions:

i. Discussion - a public space in the form of a message feed that was created by a subject
for a specific topic or a discussion in which users can post the messages;

ii. Libs — collections of media files, such as video albums, photo albums, and audio
playlists:
A. Photo-libs – collections of photos organized into photo albums;
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Figure 2: the hierarchy of the vertex classes of the VKontakte social network graph (abstract classes are
highlighted)

B. Audio-libs – collections of audio recordings organized into playlists;
C. Video-libs – collections of video records organized into video albums;

(b) Posts – a container cards with the text which the subject publishes:

i. Origins – posts created by the subject personally;
ii. Reposts – posts posted by a subject, and referred to another post;

iii. Comments – posts posted as a comment to another post or discussion;

(c) Media – media content files and the like:

i. Poll – a multi-choice survey;
ii. Document – a downloaded file of any format;

iii. Video – a loaded video;
iv. Audio – a loaded audio;
v. Photo – a loaded image.

As already mentioned, S can perform actions Act on O and S can be in the relation inclusion Incl
with O. So,

S Act {O,S},{O,S} Incl O
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Figure 3: the hierarchy of edge classes of the social network graph VKontakte (abstract classes are
highlighted)

At low level, the relationships E can also be organized into a model. For VKontakte, the hierarchy of the
vertex classes is as follows (Figure 3):

1. The subject acts Act – the actions of the subject in relation to another subject or object:

(a) Creates – actions by the subject on the object;

i. Like – creation of like by subject;
ii. Post – creation of post by subject;

A. Repost – creation of repost (is referred to another post) by subject;
B. Commented by – posting as a comment to another post or in a discussion;

(b) Subscribe – creating relationships between subjects;

i. Participating in a group / meeting - the relationship between users and groups;
ii. Follow – one-way relationship between users;

A. Friend – two-way relationship between users;

(c) Administers — a relationship indicating that the user is the administrator of the group.

2. The object contains Incl:

(a) Linked – an object contains a link to another subject or object;

(b) Include – an object or a subject contains another object.

The final model of the class hierarchy of the VKontakte social network is represented in Figure 4
as a matrix. Rows and columns depict the hierarchy of the vertices V . Cells of the matrix reflect which
classes of E can exist between one or another class of V . Based on this model, one can build G. The
vertex classes are in matrix titles of rows and columns, the edges classes are in matrix cells.
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Figure 4: a hierarchical model of the VKontakte social network graph

Real and virtual graphs

We can designate two types of structures that are formed in social networks when one is trying to analyze
data: real graphs and virtual graphs.

By real graphs we mean structures that are derived from data directly. Thus, the real graph is a graph
that can be obtained by scanning a social network and which will be stored in a database according to
a specific data model. An example is shown in Figure 5, where the real graph is formed by continuous
edges: a post with like forms a real structure, which consists of the post, the user who created the post
and the user who liked the post.

A virtual graph is a graph obtained by processing a real one, for analyzing a specific process. For
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Figure 5: the real graph is represented by continuous edges, the virtual graph – by dashed edges

Figure 6: aggregation of the graph vertices by the class “photo”

example, in Figure 5, the virtual graph is represented by dashed edges and shows likes between users.
Although the user cannot like another user (on the example of VKontakte), we can get them indirectly
on the basis of likes to the content and form a graph of users likes to each other.

Instance aggregation

Algorithms, that determine the similarity of instances of a class, allow one to aggregate the vertices of
the graph, thereby creating a new structure. An example of the simplest aggregation is shown in Figure
6: a user liked a post with an image that one group loaded, another user liked a post of another group that
contains a similar image (Figure 6 a). If these two photos are identical, their vertices can be combined
into one (Figure 6 b). Later, when creating virtual graphs, the post vertices can be deleted, forming the
virtual graph of images the users like (Figure 6 c).

Based on the hierarchical data model of the social network, one can create various types of graphs
(real and virtual) by combination of hierarchies or by creation of virtual edges or using instance aggrega-
tion. The results of the algorithms will depend on the context of the analyzed graph. In the next section,
we give an example of graph analysis using the presented data model and graph representations.
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4 Application examples

The goals and objectives of analyzing the graph structures in social networks can be reduced to two
tasks: searching the structure and estimating the structure parameters. Examples of searching the struc-
ture include finding clusters, selecting subgraphs of trees, finding kernels or Dominating Sets followed
by filtering. Examples of the structure evaluation are all methods for determining any parameters, for ex-
ample all centrality algorithms or the assessment of the structure similarity. But most often, the analysis
includes both the search for the structure and the interpretation of its parameters.

Thus, the sequence of actions is as follows:

1. Finding the structure - the result is a subgraph or a set of vertices.

2. Structure evaluation - the result is the parameters (both numerical and categorical) for the whole
structure or separately for each vertex of the structure.

3. Structure interpretation - expert interpretation of the structure parameters depending on the context
of the initial graph data.

Let us consider the analysis sequence on the example of finding user social circles.
User social circles are communities which can be thought of as channels of information dissemina-

tion. The user can associate himself with these communities - a circle of school graduates, colleagues,
dog lovers, etc. At the same time, he/she may not have anything in common with such communities. For
example, among dog lovers there may be zoo defenders, among colleagues there may be a community of
vegetarians, etc. The idea is that social circles can interact with the user. If to determine the user social
circles, it is possible to evaluate the user’s information picture of the world.

The obvious way to search for social circles is to search among friends who form communities.
Finding social circles means finding users where almost everyone knows everyone. For example, if a
user studies in a university, almost certainly, all of his classmates will be in his friend list. Moreover,
they will strive to form a fully connected graph. In practice, fully connected graphs are rare, since it
makes sense to look for “almost fully connected graphs” (K-plex). These K-plexes are social circles
through which the user receives information. These social circles can be characterized, for example, by
highlighting attributes common to all users of this circle.

Thus, the algorithm for determining the user social circles is as follows:

1. Finding all adjacent vertices-friends of the analyzed user and constructing a graph with the type of
the edge connection “friend”.

2. Remove from the graph the analyzed user. It is necessary to eliminate the influence of user param-
eters on the evaluation of social circles.

3. Using the algorithm for finding K-plex with a gradual weakening of the requirements for full
connectivity. It is necessary for finding more social circles.

4. Removing from the K-plex set such K-plex that completely intersects with more fully connected
K-plex and with a large number of vertices. It is necessary to reduce the number of K-plex found,
leaving only more connected and larger communities.

5. Analysis of the characteristics of the remaining K-plex on the basis of the allocation of common
parameters of users.
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It should be noted that in step 2, the user is removed from the graph in order to eliminate the influence
of user parameters when analyzing the characteristics of k-plex in step 5. One of the interesting cases
is finding a circle that does not have common attributes with the user. For example, this can happen if
the user has recently joined a circle. In this case, deleting the user from the graph allows one to more
accurately characterize k-plex and, accordingly, it is more likely to detect a discrepancy between user
attributes and a circle.

The step 5 is the analysis of the parameters of K-plex. It consists in finding the parameters for all
vertices and their subsequent interpretation by an expert. General parameters should be sought among:

1. Attributes of the vertices of the class “user” - common interests, age, gender and other fields.

2. Adjacent vertices of the class “user” along the edges of all classes except the class “friendship”
- common groups, the post under which everyone liked, the post under which everyone wrote a
comment and other adjacent vertices. For example, if in a circle all users are in the group dedicated
to the protection of animals, we can assume that the social circle has a corresponding orientation.

The following algorithms can also be used to evaluate circles.
Centrality measures enable one to define the central vertices of the graph, the attributes of which can

indicate the focus of the social circle.
Clustering algorithms and algorithms of topological structure recognition enable one to narrow the

search by truncating the graph and then evaluate the remaining elements. For example, for a graph of
group subscribers, getting a K-core and then deleting layers of a smaller order (for example, deleting
vertices that are present only in 1-core and 2-core) allow one to get a more connected structure. Then,
the use of Dominating Set allows one to get the ”skeleton” of users who form a group, as well as highlight
the main highways through which information is distributed among users of the group. Analyzing the
attributes of individual users in the Dominating Set can indicate the focus of the whole social circle.

Comparison algorithms can be used to determine the similarity of the analyzed social circle with the
already analyzed social circle. For example, if there is an already analyzed group, the focus of which
is defined as religious, it can be used for comparison using the Dissimilarity measure. For users of
some religious groups, there is a strong cohesion. Therefore, if the Dissimilarity measure of the graph
of friends of social circle (adjacent vertices by “friend” edge for users in social circle) is close to the
Dissimilarity measure of religious group, it can be assumed that the focus of the social circle is close to
religious.

Algorithms of opinion leaders recognition allow one to get the most influential users and evaluate
the focus of social circle by attributes of these users. Influence can be determined using PageRank or
Laplacian Matrix, where edges and weights can be likes, reposts comments and their number. To do this,
it is necessary to build temporary edges of the corresponding type between users (virtual graph). For
example, to build a graph of likes, it is necessary for each user to define the posts that he/she published,
and then identify all the users who put like under these posts, and then merge the vertex-user and vertex-
post into one. The resulting graph will be the users (vertices) and likes they put together (edges).

It is important to note that the evaluation of social circles is carried out by an expert with a compre-
hensive analysis of the characteristics and subsequent decision making. One characteristic found does
not indicate the focus of the social circle For example, a general attribute that has been interpreted as
“drug trafficking” may indicate both: a social circle the focus of which is related to the distribution
of drugs, and the social circle that is referred with medical activity. Thus, the decision and complex
assessment is made taking into account the set of estimates obtained from different characteristics.
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5 Implementation

For the analysis of social networks, we developed a software prototype that provides data to the given
data model, performs data analysis and visualizes the results.

The data obtained from the VKontakte API [27] is transferred to the graph database OrientDB [28].
Using OrientDB, we implemented the data model described in Section 3. Thus, the data after loading
can already be used for analysis using graph algorithms.

Data analysis is performed directly in OrientDB using database queries. In order not to unload a
large amount of data from the database and not load it back, we used the server built into OrientDB with
support for JavaScript functions. Functions that implement algorithms send requests to the database and,
depending on the answer, decide which query to do next. In order to preserve the integrity of the base,
instead of deleting or copying the vertices, we use the coloring of the vertices.

Let us consider below the implementation of the Connected Dominating Set [18] algorithm in Ori-
entDB.

0. Before executing the algorithm, vertices and edges of the graph are colored to white.

1. In the first step, we look for the vertex with the most edges and colored it to red.

2. In the second step, the edges of the red vertex are colored to green.

3. In the third step, the edges adjacent to the red vertex are colored to green.

4. In the fourth step, the edges between the two green vertices are colored to green.

5. At the fifth step among the green vertices, we look for the vertex with the most edges and colored
it to red.

Then steps 2-5 are repeated in a loop until there are no white vertices in the graph.
This algorithm on the SQL-pseudocode is given below.

This approach based on the coloring allows one to analyze data in OrientDB directly, without up-
loading them to third-party modules for analysis.

The visualization module [29, 30, 6] is used to view the results of the algorithm. The visualization
module is implemented on D3.js [31] and works in the browser. The module requests the graph in JSON
format from the database and renders it using the force layout drawing method [6].

Let us consider the use of this prototype for the analysis of several groups in the VKontakte social
network.

We analyzed the VKontakte groups by the structures that their users form. In the first step, it was
necessary to get a graph that can represent interactions between the group members. To do this, let us
apply the hierarchical data model.

The vertices of the desired graph are users, the interactions are various classes of edges. According
to the data model (Figure 4) between users can be the following classes of edges (types of interactions):
follow, friend. In the class hierarchy, the follow and friend classes are extended from the subscribe class
(Figure 3). The participate class is also extended from the subscribe class. At the same time, the
participate edge can only be between the user and the group, so querying users subscribe users will only
give the follow and friend edges.

Another type of user interaction is that users leave posts and comments on each other’s microblogs,
posts and reposts. Within the framework of the hierarchical data model, it looks like in Figure 7 and 8,
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Algorithm 1 Connected Dominating Set
1: function STEP 0
2: SQL(update V set color=’white’)
3: SQL(update E set color=’white’)
4: function STEP 1
5: SQL(update (select V order by DegreeCentrality[] desc limit 1) set color=’red’)
6: function STEP 2
7: SQL(update (select E from (select V where color=’red’) where color=’white’) set

color=’green’)
8: function STEP 3
9: SQL(update (traverse (select V where color=’red’) where color=’white’) set color=’green’)

10: function STEP 4
11: SQL(update (select E where E.inV =’green’ and E.outV =’green’) set color=’green’)
12: function STEP 5
13: SQL(update (select V where color=’green’ order by degreeCentrality[“white”] desc limit 1)

set color=’red’)
14: STEP 1
15: STEP 2
16: STEP 3
17: STEP 4
18: while SQL(count V where color = “white”) != 0 do
19: STEP 5
20: STEP 2
21: STEP 3
22: STEP 4

Figure 7: User to user interaction options a-d

where: the continuous edge post and repost show who posted the record; the continuous edge include
indicates that the entry contains another entry or that the user’s microblog contains this entry; the dashed
edge shows the virtual edge it is needed to get.
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Figure 8: User to user interaction options e-h

The specifications of the options are as follows:

1. Option a – user A can post an origin on user B (Figure 7a).

2. Option b – user A can post a repost of origin that was posted by user B (Figure 7b). Note that
user A can post a repost only on his own page. Also, user B may not necessarily post an origin on
his own page — he can do it on the page of another user or group.

3. Option c – user A can post a repost of repost that was posted by user B (Figure 7c). For our
purposes, from where user B post a repost does not matter, since we analyze only the interaction
between users A and B.

4. Option d - user A may like the origin that was posted by user B (Figure 7d).

5. Option e - user A may like the repost that was posted by user B (Figure 8e).

6. Option f – user A can post a comment to the post that was posted by user B (Figure 8f).

7. Option g – user A can post a comment to the repost that was posted by user B (Figure 8g).

8. Option h - user A can like the comment that was posted by user B (Figure 8h).

The hierarchical structure allows to simplify all cases. On the interaction schemes, the user A per-
forms the edge-actions: post, repost and like. All these actions are extended from the creates edge class.
User A performs the creates action on objects of the classes origin, repost and comment which are ex-
tended from the vertex class post. These objects can have edges: include to the vertex user (Figure 7a),
include to the vertex post (Figures 7b, c and 8f,g) or creates to the vertex user (Figures 7 d and 8e, h).
Thus, the presented cases are reduced to three schemes:

1. User A creates post that include user B.

2. User A creates post that creates user B.

3. User A creates post that include post that creates user B.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for search for user interaction
1: SQL(select (traverse ’include’ (traverse ’creates’ ’user’)) where class = ’user’)
2: SQL(select (traverse ’creates’ (traverse ’creates’ ’user’)) where class = ’user’)
3: SQL(select (traverse ’creates’ (traverse ’include’ (traverse ’creates’ ’user’)) where class = ’user’)

Figure 9: Interactions between the group members [32]

The search for the interaction of the user A with other users is reduced to traverse vertices by the
following algorithms:

Based on the approach, we built virtual graphs for four VKontakte groups by combining the graph of
interaction with the graph describing as users subscribe users. These groups contain from 200 to 5000
users. We used a visualization module to draw these graphs [32]. (Figure 9).

The result of the Connected Dominating Set for these graphs are shown in Figure 10 [32].
The Connected Dominating Set in Figure 10 demonstrates the connected “skeleton” of the graph.

Adjacent vertices of the Connected Dominating set form the initial graph. Thus, it is possible to assess
the structure of the community and identify the vertices that are its basis.

Thus, the developed prototype allows one to analyze social networks directly in a graph database.
The approach based on the hierarchical data model helps to simplify virtual graph construction. This
allows one to operate on different levels of abstraction and simplify requests. Due to the visualization
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Figure 10: the result of the calculation of the Connected Dominating Set in OrientDB [32]

module, one can evaluate the results of the algorithms or decide on the next steps of the analysis.

6 Discussion

Social networks are a subclass of nformation sites in which there is not only content, but also various
multidirectional kinds of links (relationships) between content. The presence of relationships changes the
approach to analysis. The topology of the social network graphs itself can provide information regardless
of the content. This feature opens up new opportunities for analysis.

Graph algorithms provide a different type of information than the content information. For example,
using D-measure, one can evaluate the community topology and look for similar communities among
other communities. With the use of Closeness Centrality, one can assess the user’s isolation in relation to
the community. With the help of K-plex, one can find user social circles, by which he/she can indirectly
evaluate the user himself.

Another advantage of graph algorithms is that they are not tied to specific languages, while the
content analysis depends on the language of the analyzed community. At the same time, graph algorithms
can act as additions to content analysis. For example, numerical measures of Centrality Measures can be
used along with numerical measures of content analysis for calculating integral metrics.

In general, analysis of the topology of social networks is reduced to the application of graph algo-
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rithms over a specific subgraph - a subgraph of friends, a subgraph of reposts, a subgraph of likes, etc.
One can create subgraphs based on different levels of the social network data model hierarchy, as well
as using virtual graphs and vertex aggregation. In this case, the meaning of the result of the work of the
same analysis algorithm will depend on the analyzed subgraph. For example, Degree Centrality in the
graph of friends shows only the number of user’s friends, while Degree Centrality in the “user creates”
graph shows the user activity.

In the implementation section, we showed how exactly the hierarchical data model allows one to
create various types of graphs for further analysis. The first application is a hierarchical model that can
be used to obtain subgraphs at different levels of abstraction of the classes of vertices and edges. The
second application is to simplify queries for constructing virtual graphs.

Based on these two approaches, we obtained a graph of interactions between subscribers of four
VKontakte groups. Based on the first approach, we have received the graph of friends and follow (sub-
scribers). Based on the second approach, we received the virtual graph of interactions between users,
when users post comments, origins (posts), likes and repost each other’s records. Combining these two
graphs, we got the new graph, which was not originally provided by our data model. Applying the
Dominating Set to them, we have significantly simplified its structure, forming a kind of ”frame” of
the graph. Using the visualization of the results, the hierarchical model and analysis algorithms allows
one to analyze many variations of social network structures. Visualization of the results obtained in the
implementation section is available at the link [32].

This approach shows that using the hierarchical model with the construction of virtual graphs and
(if necessary) aggregation of vertices, it becomes possible to significantly expand the variations in the
representation of social network structures. This approach allows one to make flexible analysis of the
social network using the graph algorithms.

Among the disadvantages of the graph algorithms, it is possible to single out the fact that some of
the algorithm’s problems are difficult to solve. For example, a Clique search [19] belongs to the NP-
complete class of tasks and it is possible to find Clique, for example using the Bron–Kerbosch algorithm
[16], only on small graphs. However, these limitations can be circumvented in perspective. For example,
one can increase the speed of the algorithms using graphics processing units (GPUs). So, Betweness
centrality, during which it is necessary to calculate the minimum trees for each vertex, is easy to paral-
lelize [33]. Another approach is based on controlled data truncation - when the structure is reduced to a
specific structure (for example, a tree) on which the algorithm runs faster.

Also, the disadvantage is that the graph structure and the results of the algorithms are still difficult to
percept. In order to effectively analyze the results and make decisions, one can use the methods of visual
analytics [29, 6].

Besides, there remains the general problem of completeness of information in the analysis of struc-
tures. Note that the results shown in Figure 9 contain unlinked vertices and small components that are
not connected to the main big connected component. On the force layout rendering techniques, they
are organized into small clouds. Such elements are obtained when users hide their pages with privacy
settings, thus it is impossible to get data about their friends or records.

In general, the analysis of data structures provides qualitatively new information about the processes
occurring in social networks. It can be used as an independent method of analysis and as a supplement
to content analysis.

The hierarchical model of a social network presented in the paper allows one to greatly diversify the
data structures by semantic content. Together with a large variety of algorithms, it provides opportunities
for analyzing social networks.
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7 Conclusion

The analysis of social networks is not limited to the analysis of user parameters and content. Using a
variety of graph analysis algorithms, it becomes possible to analyze the structures themselves that these
users and content form. The ability to analyze the structures allows one to otherwise obtain data about
the processes occurring in social networks.

In this paper, we reviewed the methods for analyzing social networks from the point of view of
the structures. We systematized the graph analysis algorithms in the context of social networks and
considered practical examples of how to use them. We suggested a new approach to analysis of social
networks, based on the formation of several different representations of their graphs, which are based on
the proposed hierarchical data model. Thus, the hierarchical data model suggested in the paper allows
one to create various types of graphs and, therefore, new types of structures for analysis. The proposed
algorithms and the data model were applied to analyze the user social circles. The implementation of the
proposed approach based on the OrientDB graph database was considered.

In the future, it is planned to solve some of the problems described in the Discussion section: explore
the possibilities and limitations of working with NP-complete algorithms using GPUs and truncating
information, as well as developing visual analytics techniques for presenting analysis results.
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